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Sandra Knudsen

Morning Blessings

My blood runs with the spirits of the corn eaters, of the turquoise wearers

Each strand of my DNA woven with theirs like the baskets made by them

Brown feathers and tan leather donned by my earth people

Coyotes can be heard howling through the echo of generations

Spiritual smoke painted their midnight sky spreading visions of their future, of me

My hair falls like the empires of pyramid builders, of the jade wearers

Every cell in tune with the invention of zero and the mind of the calendar

Soft jaguar skin and quetzal feathers adorn my ancient shaman fathers

The spirit molecule seeps onto their tongues as they become interdimensional beings, 

Feeling the presence of the feathered serpent slithering infinite in time

My soul explores new turf like the wooden ships of the inquisitive conquerors, 

of the crucifix wearers

All neurons tethered to them and me anchoring me down like the sands 

of the beaches they sought

Metal helmets and heavy guns strapped to my fair-fleshed relatives

The blood of Christ dominating their lips and their motives, representing 

those of the monarchy

Curiosity spilling into imperialism, the Church deciding what’s best 

for my ‘savage’ people

Brionna Garcia
         Mestizo Me 
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Joseph Beranek

Yin-Yang

Cindy Baker

Behind coupon queen with a load of 
grapefruit  My eyes land on the body
slimming swimsuit  Just below Donald
Trump saying, “You’re fired!” And
octomom who suspiciously never looks
tired 

Boozy binges, meltdowns, and secret lovers 
New noses and chins that grace the covers 
Vegas hotel romps and Royal tales 
Paparazzi hound the young Prince of Wales 

Deathbeds, farewells, drugs and lies 
Betrayals, splits, cheap dates and barflies 
Hot hookups, secret weddings, alcohol
enabler  How to retire your fat pants forever 

Before and after pics battling cellulite 
Child-star actress in a booze-fueled fight 
The eye torture seemed like it would never
end  But the cart moved ahead, I survived
once again 
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Cindy Baker

 
She 
Misses 
The sea
And the sandy 
Seaweed scattered shore 
Oh, how she misses the swirling, splashing
Sprays on her skin as wave upon wave rush in, chasing—
Chasing her toward the line where Tide dared tread
Then ebb and wink and beg her wander back 
In search of sea glass
And shells
And royal purple starfish
That gave themselves up for her 
She longs to walk along the sandy shore and listen to the whispering secrets of the Sea
To savor the sight of the dolphins as they leap and dance their way
Along the shimmering coastline with
Sailboats glistening beyond
And see the sea gulls’
Eyes glint
With hope
At little fishes
Darting in Tide pools
Left behind by receding waters 
She must find a way to see the sea, to sit and listen to the soothing sounds
And watch as waves take encore bows, heading back into the depths 
While Sun marches boldly in
Bidding Tide adieu 
And surfers salute
And acquiesce
Because they
Know Tide
Comes
Back 
Yet Again 

 Longing for Sea Tides
Renee Tucker

Tale of the Mermaid
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April Pitcher

21st Century Vanitas

 What I am is difficult to make out these days; 
there are so many opinions of what 
I should be, could be, would be,
if I had tried harder, or cared harder, or loved harder 
 What I am is confused and overstimulated, I cannot see myself
in the fractured mirrors of disintegrating information and disinformation,
through the media smoke screen and the green haze profusion 
of the sagging million dollar dreams that have dried up like 
so many raisins in the sun, 
dreams corroded and exploding 
 What I am is masked by meter and rhythm, a culture, a society
I was born into and am enshrouded by, a socio-symphonic costume 
of sight, sound, and philosophy bursting from the minds and mouths
of the authorities on the matter of my self 
 What I am is determined by external factors, 
hypnopaedic voices whispering temptations, expectations, recitations
of a consumer liturgy to Mammon written in capital 
letters that ceaselessly repeats:
NEVER ENOUGH 
NEVER ENOUGH 
NEVER ENOUGH 
NEVER ENOUGH 
 What I am is a knee-jerk response, 
an android dreaming…  
of what?  
Electric sheep, electric blankets, electric cars…?
Perhaps of deeper sleep, 
hypnogogic bliss,
ignorant of an answer 
to the most 
important
question 

Kamden Cornell
Hypnophoria
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Jessica Venzor-Venegas

El Caballero

Kamden Cornell
Lethe

I have knelt by the waters of Lethe and drunk my fill 
She works upon me now, a surgeon for the broken heart,
and she excises you, piece by jagged piece 
I cling to them, though, the shards of you,
and she pulls them away as a toy from a child, 
slicing my palms,
my fingers, 
my wrists 
The space you filled has become diseased, a festering pit
inhabited by only the smiles of crooked scars that criss cross 
like the pathways marked on theme park maps,
leading her deeper, landmark by precious landmark, 
memory by memory;
as goddess of destruction, she lays waste to my memory of you
and becomes the preserver of my hollowness 
She leaves me empty, bereaved and unburdened,
and I drink to fill the hollow with forgetfulness 
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Nikki J.Cordova
Chickenpox and Mohawks

I am from dirt and adobe walls
From strawberry, glitter lip gloss and jelly sandals

I am from cat food under the stairs
(Brown and icky, tasted like salty fish)

I am from baths in the kitchen sink
From drinking coffee out of saucers at Grandma’s house

Like little cats and dogs

I am from mom’s braids pulling my eyes too tight
From scrunchies and hair clips

I am from ruffled Easter dresses paired with funny hats
From “You’re stupid!” and “I hate your guts!”

Brothers who needed some severe beat downs

I am from “Hit Me Baby, One More Time” and “Genie in a Bottle”
From Trick-or-Treating on Halloween night

To tummy aches after being in a candy coma
I am from grape juice flooding my cheeks

As my daddy pushes the “air” out with his big, strong hands

I am from Grandma’s homemade tortillas and sopaipillas
From green chile this and red chile that

I am from “It’s always Christmas in Albuquerque!”
From “Bidi Bidi Bom Bom” in my bustier

I am from a warm home
From my parent’s love and my Nina’s hugs

The best in the world

I am from those moments
A leaf waiting for the wind to take hold

Never blowing too far from the tree

Lilian Hoines
The Trouble With Kindness

     I was the athletic one   Maybe that’s not saying much in a family of bookworms, but 
growing up in a working class neighborhood even a modicum of sports ability made the 
difference between passing as one of them and not  I suspect this was entirely the result of 
circumstance, since the family next door also had a daughter almost exactly my age, so by 
the Laws of The Universe, Becky and I were best friends, and what she did, I did  Summer 
softball league, our sticky, sweaty skin rough as sandpaper from the dirt kicked up by 
groundballs and the soles of our Nike shoes   Saturday mornings were filled with the smell 
of stale beer and even staler cigarettes during kid’s bowling league  Volleyball, Frisbee, 
Basketball with makeshift hoops, and all manner of games that involved running, hiding, and 
chasing through our native suburban landscape of lawn and shrubbery   

     My sister, being two years older, was exempt from these lessons and it made her life 
simultaneously easier and harder  One time she and I found ourselves in a group of kids, 
maybe they were friends or cousins or friends of cousins – it didn’t matter because a group 
of kids was always the same group of kids – although I do remember it was not our usual 
neighborhood crowd, because Becky was not there to outshine me  We decided by some 
process of kid group-think to set about playing softball   

     My sister could not hit, throw, or catch, and the group could immediately sense this 
difference between us   I was selected by my team early on and she… she was the last pick 
for the opposing team    Now I had nothing like Becky’s fastpitch arm, but I could at least 
promise to put the ball over the plate, so my team made me pitcher   I was having a good 
day, my targeting was bang on and the speed was inching up   I was finally, for once, the 
rockstar   

     Then my sister came up to bat, listless and miserable, dreading the inevitable humiliation 
that lay ahead   Her team had two outs already and another would end their turn at bat   I 
tossed the slowest, easiest pitch I could, right in the sweetspot, my ears burning at the 
obvious sudden degradation of my performance   She missed it   I tried again with the same 
result  The third pitch I thought to walk her, and threw a ball so far outside the strike zone 
she surely wouldn’t swing   

     It was a startling goose egg of a throw, so awful that the catcher stumbled in his effort to 
retrieve it   My sister swung anyhow, and the teen playing umpire called her out, his jack-o-
lantern grin squeezing the acne on his cheeks   

     When the teams traded positions, my sister and I couldn’t look at one another, both 
understanding what I had done 
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Tomas A. Montoya
What Lies Beneath

The manner of which
One represents ones self
Is the reflection
Of anothers influence
On ones Psyche
For to be truth
Is not to deny ones lies
But to embrace what is valid
And discontinue what is false

Tomas A. Montoya
One

The minds of many
Cannot beat the heart of one

Tomas A. Montoya
Canvas of A Poet
     English/Spanish

The lyrics of my soul 
Are the expressions of my life
That are Produced by the
Profoundness of the Rational 
Scriptures of a world that cradles me 
For I am a poet 

And words paint the canvas of my life   

    El Lienzo de un poeta

Las leteras de mi alma
Son las expresiones por la
Que son producidas por la 
Profundidad de las 
Escrituras racionales de
El mundo que
Me acuna
Por que yo soy in 
Poeta y mis 
Palabras pintan el
Lienzo de me vida   
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Oh, how I miss your loving embrace 
I close my eyes and you whisper my name 

I feel myself falling for you
But I jolt myself away 

Now is not the time
I am not where I feel safe

I day dream of you
Planning when next we will meet 

You hold me warm and safe
And when I wake,

I am left with your absence 

Sunny Shelmidine
Sleep

Jessica Venzor-Venegas

Fish

Kaytlyn Bashon
Wobbly Poetry Feet

When I think about poetry 
I think about rhyming and timing
When I think about poetry 
I think about rhythm and beat
And last but not least
When I think about poetry 
I think about how I can’t stand in front of a crowd
With these wobbly feet

It’s Kind of Fun

Hali Zotter 
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Yo soy la madre tierra y el amor…  
I am Mother Earth and love

Yo deseo saber las cosas que todavía no he experimentado  
I desire to know the things I have not yet experienced.

Yo oigo voces que me llaman con secas por donde todavía no he sido 
 I hear voices beckoning me to where I have not yet been.

Yo Veo lo que puede estar en mis sueños; un lugar donde todavía no he vivido  
I see what can be in my dreams; a place where I have not yet lived.

Yo quiero un mundo que vive en paz no destrucción; así que mis hijos y sus hijos aún no nacidos 
pueden vivir en un mundo mejor 

I want a world that lives in peace and not destruction so my children and their 
children not yet born can live in a better world than I.

Yo soy la vida y el conocimiento…
I am life and knowledge...

Yo pretendo la manera en que las personas tratan los unos a los otros no me
molesta, pero no  

I pretend the way people treat each other doesn’t bother me, but it does.

Yo siento que la raza humana se ha hecho avara y autoindulgente 
I feel the human race has become selfish, greedy and self-indulgent.

Yo toco el corazón del mundo, pero no está latiendo 
I touch the heart of the world, it’s not beating.

Yo me preocupa el futuro de nuestro mundo 
 I worry about the future of our world.

Yo lloro profundamente dentro de la bondad de los seres humanos que solían ser 
I cry deep within for the kindness of humans that used to be.

Yo soy una mujer fuerte…
I am a strong woman...

Yo entiendo que para sobrevivir, porque he sido a través de muchas dificultades  
I understand how to survive because I have been through many hardships.

Yo digo parar, y que en el momento  Mira lo que está pasando en su entorno   
Se puede hacer la diferencia? 

I say stop and be in the moment  Look at what’s going on around you. 
Can you make a difference?

Sandra Knudsen
Poema Yo Soy
English/Spanish

Yo sueño con un nuevo despertar en la raza humana  
I dream of a new awakening in the human race.

Yo intento hacer una diferencia cada día en la vida de una persona no importa que tan pequeño  
Estar abierto a ayudar a los demás  

I attempt to make a difference each day in a person’s life no matter how small. 
Be open to helping others.

Yo espero que este poema le toco de alguna manera   
I hope this poem touched you in some way.

Yo soy una sobreviviente ~
I am a survivor ~

Sandra Knudsen

Coyote

ThomasWeiss
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Hali Zotter

Frost

Dolores Newkirk
Unlock Me

Suffering lies in these human walls

No one knows
Where I go

Every day
Every way

There is no furlough

Crying many tears 
No one sees the stains

Staying restrained

Alone in pain
Confined and retained

Menacing frustration

Hiding for a long time
Wrapped up inside

Fragile as glass

Sharp and jagged
Cutting the marrow

Hiding fears untold

Nonstop brokeness
War lorn and torn

Swayed away to pieces

Be gone sickness
Farewell pain

Set me free
If, if , if only—I could be

Loosened from this ugly disease

Give me the key
Detach the chains

Liberate me
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Bridget Jones
Reminiscing on Nickelodeon

I remember and reminisce
On the 90’s
A time period of the latest cartoon and comedy shows
On Nickelodeon

I have to mention
The sound of the characters of 
Hey Arnold
Rugrats
Ahh! Real Monsters
Rocket Power
And many more of my favorites
Blasting on my small TV screen
Talking about what a 6,7,8,9,10
11,12,13 year old child
Can relate to

Arnold being sneered at by 
Helga in their spacious 4th grade classroom
In New York City

Tommy, Chuckie, Phil, and Lil
Going on mini adventures to parks
Playgrounds and fairs
That seem to them
From their perspective 
Large and massive
While their parents Stu, Betty, Drew and the others 
Think it’s small and unimportant

These cartoons
Rocko’s Modern Life
Doug
Reflect a 7 year old’s taste
In entertainment
Entertainment that was harmless
Fun and exciting 
Exceptionally creative
With Nickelodeon making
Commercials
That had colorful, artistic drawings
Of lions, foliage, anatomically 
Incorrect people 
Clay figures that moved, smiled
Danced, played, and waved “Hello”
To amused children on the screen
That divides imagination from 
Reality

A Channel where every child
Watching it
Could believe they can go to
Outer space and explore new lands
Plot revenge on the bullies in
Doug’s school
And take Patty Mayonnaise
From the bully Roger
The green, jealous punk
And have her as his girlfriend 
And live in eternal victory and happiness

The Wild Thornberry’s
Kablam
All That 

The Nickelodeon comedies
Speak of a time
Where I can act silly and immature
Crack and repeat
Kenan and Kel’s jokes
Laugh at Nick Cannon’s
Imitation of a ghetto, loud woman
Working at a small grocery store
Having his hands on his hips
Giving customers an attitude
And scaring them off

The 90’s Nickelodeon has influence
On the former children
That are now in their 20’s 
Sad that their favorite shows
Have faded
Into the 21st century

Bridget Jones
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Jealousy

Jealousy kills the soul
That is supposed to
Nurture the gracious gifts
Of life

Rebecca Campbell
Fear

Fear, the ever-growing pain
That I try to fend off in vain,
I fear that I have lost my way,
Losing it more and more each day 

Elijah Bradford
Ugly Mirror

Why do you think you are so ugly?
One look in the mirror and you see the exact opposite 
of what you truly are 

Why must you tear yourself down when people try their best to build you 
up?
You are God’s ultimate creation 
Did you forget that?

His most prized possession, 
and with me as his servant trying to show you affection am crushed to see 
you
this way  

Now I hope you understand how those thoughts can hurt not just 
yourself, but the people around you 
How can you say you are so ugly!
That which you see in the mirror is only imaginary,
not reality 

Bridget Jones
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Jarrod Mendoza

Pygmalion

He Sails Away

Jarrod Mendoza

Morning Song
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Jonathan Baca
Ramble No More

I’m trying to kill time, but time is killing me
I try for peace of mind, but my mind ends up in pieces
I let go of love unwillingly 
Just when I close my fingers, the stranglehold releases
My vices are pulling me down 
Gravity is cruel to me
Please tie a balloon to me 
Can I rest on your breeze for a while? 
Can you carry me this last mile? 
Swimming in a river, dying of thirst, 
Drinking down my own bile

Breathing can be such a chore 
When all that you need is a little bit more 
Meet me at high noon outside the general store,
And the man with the slowest hands will ramble no more
We all know the score
The world is a bore 
And the last one to leave it will lock up the door

Can a man ramble to death? 
Time goes by slowly when you count every breath 
All is confusion, there ain’t no relief 
Everything’s illusion, assumption and belief 
They tell me the truth will set me free    
That is if it doesn’t kill me

Jonathan Baca
Ghost People

Jonathan Baca
Haiku

Vengeful euphoria
Angry love
Anthrax affection
Cancer dove
Dirty redemption
Comfortable hell
Spiteful salvation
Ghost in a shell

Trying to see the future
in a goat’s entrails
Getting our water from
a poisoned well
The Watchman is ringing
the tower bell
Fell asleep in Heaven,
Woke up in Hell

Disappointed frog
Mistook my loud hiccupping
For a mating call
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Renee Tucker

Diana   

Hope Hart Petrie

                                           
    I wasn’t of one of those pushing

    a shopping cart through the city,

    with every fragment of life they can

    cling to stuffed into garbage sacks 

    I didn’t sleep on a cold bench

    with only a newspaper flapping

    over my body to keep me warm 

    But I looked in their faces as if

    looking into a mirror, before

    going into a Starbuck’s bathroom

    to brush my hair and sponge

    the spots off of my clothes 

    This was what was waiting for me,

    I could tell my own future by

    looking at their weathered palms,

    extended, before they wandered 

    off towards no destination,

    stumbling in worn out boots,

    slipping over the broken, brown leaves

    frozen in the ice beneath our feet 

Homeless   
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Hope Hart Petrie

     The Republicans filibustered 
 While employment benefits ran out,
 they leaned into microphones
 and declared the unemployed lazy,
 after easy money,
 not wanting to return to work 

 11 3 million unemployed 
 Numbers, not faces   
 900,000 stared
 at loss of benefits,
 with unseen faces 

 The Democrats bartered 
 And the great compromise,
 reached at last,
 had a damning line
 that benefits that had expired
 during their arguments
 would not be extended 
 I was a concession,
 one whose life
 the Democrats gave away 

 So it happened,
 and I couldn’t pay the rent 
 My days numbered,
 I had a month
 before I would sleep
 in the back of my car 

                            Perditus Politicum

Hope Hart Petrie
                              Home Economics

The juju of the economy wasn’t working, 
that old voodoo of money changing hands 
with our implicit faith that it’s
more than the paper it’s printed on 

The wobbling economy fell  It went down 
with a roar like walls smashed by a 
wrecking ball, then imploded,
destruction splaying outward from the impact
as if it were the wake of a nuclear blast 

Lines at the food bank  Bring your own bags,
we were told   I took my place with them - 
the thin young woman, with her three children 
swinging on the stair rails; the woman with 
neat gray hair, wearing a stylish blazer and 
carrying folded reusable bags; the veteran 
in a wheelchair with an American flag sticker on it  
We waited and commiserated, sharing, 
There’s a church that lets you use their laundry,
and The Free Coat Program starts in a week.

But no job program, no housing program,
for someone who is nearly normal, 
who doesn’t have a disability, isn’t young
and isn’t old, not a drunk or a drug addict 

I was on my own 
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You help me survive
  when Mother hits

You help me smile
  when Daddy jeers

You help me escape
  when Uncle touches

You help me forget 
  when sitting is agony

You help me laugh
  when nothing is funny

You help me hope
  when everything is hopeless

You      

Fran Gallegos
You

Fran Gallegos
She

The little girl has learned to live with a violent, alcoholic father 
She wears pants to school to hide the bruises and welts on her legs 
The little girl wishes she does not know what an erect penis feels like 
She wishes she was never born 

The teenage girl takes care of six younger brothers and sisters 
She reads voraciously to escape her miserable existence 
The teenage girl smokes weed to escape her horrific life 
She wishes she was never born 

The young woman has learned to live with a violent, abusive boyfriend 
She doesn’t have any friends 
The young woman smokes weed to escape 
She wishes she was never born 
The young woman has tried to kill herself 

The woman lives in constant agony 
She knows how abuse victims feel 
The woman smokes weed to help her through the excruciating pain 
She has no friends 
The woman wishes she was never born 

They use their authority to abuse us
They keep us away from other children to isolate us
They laugh at us to make themselves feel better
They beat us to make us obedient
They force us to live in squalor and filth
They ensure our silence with threats
They feed our bodies while they destroy our spirit
They use our bodies and destroy our innocence
They…

FranGallegos
They

Branches

DeloresNewkirk
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Jessica Venzor-Venegas

El Novio   

Matthew Binder
All This Disloyalty Is Alarming

He sat across from her at a table on the patio of a café, a block from her apartment  They often met there for long 
lunch hours or afternoon drinks  She wore a scarf around her neck that he had once used to secure her wrists to the 
headboard of a bed   He had wanted to say what he had come to say for five minutes, but when they first sat down 
the wind had blown something sharp and dry into his eye, causing it to water  He didn’t want her to confuse the 
watery eye for vulnerability, and so he waited  Finally he felt up to it  
 “At one point do your actions define you?” 
“What do you mean?” she replied, her face twisting 
“Well, you keep doing all this really terrible shit and then afterwards you acknowledge that what you’ve done is awful, 
but then you insist that you’re not a bad person and that you’re really just confused, so my question is, at what point 
do the bad things you do define you as a person?”
Her eyes tightened and she bit down on her bottom lip with her top teeth 
He continued: “It’s my contention that you are actually a very bad person ”
She exploded in contrived uproarious laughter  
“If anyone here is a bad person, it’s you  What you’re doing right now, this is bad  You’re intentionally saying 
something to hurt my feelings  I’d never do that ”
“That’s precisely what makes you so loathsome  You don’t even need to try  It’s just your essence  Your core exudes 
evil  You’re morally bankrupt ”
He took a sip from his coffee and she kept crossing and uncrossing her arms and legs, seeming unable to strike a 
position to soften the blow  
“I’m sorry, I never meant for any of this to happen  You have to understand that,” she said 
It seemed to him that she really didn’t get it, that she simply didn’t have it in her to get  
 “I want you out of my life, seriously… I want you gone ”
He stood up and retrieved the wallet from his back pocket, dropped five dollars on the table, and walked away  She 
sat there staggered, mouth ajar—gasping 

In the evening it was raining and he was unprepared for it because it never rained  He did a half-jog from the car to 
the bar, in doing so he tried not to look too foolish  The bouncer didn’t card him and he felt odd about it  Do I look 
that old? he wondered, as he took his place behind a row of people at the bar  Standing there, waiting, having no luck 
at all getting the bartender’s attention, he contemplated the state of things: He couldn’t believe that he had moved 
nine hundred miles for someone so disloyal  She had made it impossible for him there in Tucson, and he wouldn’t 
consider returning to Denver  It would simply be too shameful to face his friends after having allowed someone to 
mistreat him so badly  He had never felt more humiliated  
The bar was pleasant as far as bars go  A three-piece jazz ensemble bee-bopped in the corner and some people paid 
attention and others didn’t  Two girls sat on stools to his left  The closer of the two turned and smiled at him  She was 
of average height and had dark hair and big dark owl eyes   He reciprocated with a small smile of his own  The more 
distant one didn’t make a face at all  No, she didn’t even look  
“Hey, you’re cute,” the smiley one said 
“Me?” he asked, using his finger to point to himself 
“Yes, you  You’re very cute ”
“Umm… thank you,” he said, smiling bigger and more sincere 
“Don’t smile at me, smile at her  I’m married  See?” 
She held up her hand and he squinted to see her wedding ring 
“Oh,” he replied 
“My name is Shelly and this is Maya,” the married girl said, still beaming  
He extended his hand first to Shelly and then to Maya 
Maya was fairer and prettier than Shelly, but maybe not as young  She had little lines around her eyes and mouth  
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“Nice to meet you both  I’m Lou ”
Maya nodded before turning back to her martini  
“Maya just got a promotion,” Shelly said  “We’re celebrating ”
“Is that so?” Lou asked 
“It is so,” Shelly replied 
Shifting his attention to Maya, Lou asked: “Why does your friend do all your talking for you?”
“I do not do all her talking…”
Shelly stopped herself from finishing the thought 
“So, why is that?” Lou persisted 
“Shelly’s always talked too much, haven’t you, Shell?”
Lou moved left, positioning himself between the two girls  
“So, Lou… what is it you do?” Shelly asked 
“Do about what?”
“I don’t know— how about a job?”
“Seriously?”
“Yeah, seriously ”
“I’m employed  My job is fine  It’s work  What else is there to say?” 
“Jesus Christ, somebody’s a little grouchy,” Shelly quipped 
For the first time she wasn’t all smiles 
Lou turned towards Maya, giving Shelly his back  
“Would you like another drink?” Lou asked 
“It’s okay, I can get it ”
“No, I insist ”
Lou had had no luck getting a drink when he was ordering for just himself, but now that he was responsible for Maya 
too the bartender broke from his other orders and made haste  
“A gin martini for her and a Jameson on rocks for me ”
“Right away,” the bartender said  
The bartender’s mouth was three-quarters covered by a handlebar mustache and it appeared his words came from 
nowhere at all  Lou watched the bartender work  It seemed like a good life to him—everything except the dress  Lou 
hated this new prohibition era affectation: suspenders, newsboy caps, and grotesque facial hair  He’d happily do the 
job if not for that  
The bartender delivered the drinks and Lou paid for them  He didn’t want to tip well because the bartender had 
previously ignored him, but he didn’t want to look miserly in front of Maya—so he was generous   
“Thank you,” Maya said as she lifted her drink 
“Cheers,” Lou replied  
They clinked glasses  
Lou considered bantering but chose to drink instead  Maya didn’t seem bothered and she drank too  Both finished 
their drinks quickly and they ordered two more  Again, Lou picked up the tab  This time he tipped less generously  
“You don’t seem happy,” Maya remarked 
“No?”
“No, you really don’t ”
“I suppose I’m not ”
“What would make you feel better?”
Lou searched his mind  What would make him feel better? He wished for the gift of foresight, then reconsidered and 
contemplated purchasing a pistol  He glanced around the room and caught sight of a swimsuit calendar behind the 
bar 
“A swim ”
“A swim?”
“Yes, a swim  I want to go swimming ”
“Really?”
“Sure ”
Maya picked her purse off a hook from under the bar and began rummaging  After a concerted dig she unearthed a 
phone and began typing out a message  She pressed send and then sipped her drink without regarding Lou  Moments 
later she received a message, read it, pecked out a second, shorter message, pressed send, put the phone back in the 
purse, and then rehung the purse from the hook  
“We can swim if you’d like ”
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“Really?”
“Yes  I know a place ”
Maya finished her drink and stood up to have a chat with Shelly  She was much taller than Lou had imagined  In her 
high heel shoes she stood at least two inches taller than him  Her legs went all the way up and she had a long delicate 
neck  
Maya turned back to Lou, “Okay, we’re off ”
“You coming too?” Lou asked of Shelly 
“Of course,” she replied 
Outside the rain had stopped and steam was rising off the street and the air smelled good and fresh   All three of them 
had their own packs of cigarettes and they each smoked on the way to the car  Shelly and Maya walked out in front 
and engaged in conversation  Lou dragged steps behind and wasn’t included, nor did he care to  
Maya sat in the driver’s seat, Shelly in shotgun, and Lou in the back  Before Maya started the car Shelly asked if anyone 
wanted to do a key bump and they all partook in several  Then they sped off and the girls continued their conversation  
Lou checked his phone  He hadn’t received a message from Sylvie and even though he had adamantly expressed his 
strong desire to never hear from her again, he felt betrayed that she so easily accommodated the request  

They all undressed by the pool’s edge and then on the count of three dove in  Lou felt the air leave his lungs as his 
body constricted upon penetrating the chilly surface  Breathless, he swam to the bottom and peered back up  He 
watched both girls swimming several feet above him, and he tried to remain at the bottom as long as he could manage  
Finally succumbing to his body’s self-preservation instinct, he swam back towards the oxygen 
“There you are  We thought maybe you had drowned yourself,” Shelly said 
“I didn’t have the willpower,” he replied 
The two girls sat on the steps of the pool, exposing their torsos  Shelly’s breast were full and heavy, and her ornate bra 
barely contained them as they floated on the water’s edge  Maya’s, although smaller, were equally tempting  
“So, what’s the matter with you, anyhow?” Maya inquired 
“What do you mean?” 
“Earlier, at the bar, when I said, ‘you don’t seem happy’, you said, ‘I suppose I’m not’  So now I want to know, what’s the 
matter?”
Lou took a deep breath and sunk himself again to the pool’s floor 
Upon surfacing, he blurted out, “Just your typical girl problems bullshit ”
Shelly splashed the water playfully with her hands and said, “Don’t be coy  We want details ”
Lou glanced at Maya and her expression disclosed nothing 
“Well, basically, I moved here for a girl, and it’s gone terribly, and we’ve just split up ”
“You moved here for a girl? Bad move ”
“Thanks ”
“How long were you together?”
“Six months in total ”
“How long before you moved?”
“Fuck… umm… actually, only three weeks ”
Stabs of self-abasement stung at Lou’s insides 
“Oh my God, are you insane?” 
“Shelly, be nice ” Maya interjected 
“Yeah, I guess it does seem a bit senseless,” Lou remarked 
“More than senseless, it’s flat-out stupid,” Shelly added  “So what happened?”
“It’s bad ”
“Go on…”
“Well, she was kind of with someone when I met her, and then we had a bit of an affair, and then she broke-up with 
him, and then I moved here to be with her, and then she left me and went back to him, and then she sort of ping-
ponged back and forth for a while, and then she promised me that she only wanted to be with me and so I took her 
back, but now she says she wants to see other people, and earlier today I told her that I wanted her out of my life ”
“Holy fuck!” Shelly said 
“Yeah, holy fuck ” Lou repeated  
Nothing more was said for several seconds before Lou broke the tension 
“You got any more of that blow?” 
The three of them climbed out of the water and used their clothes as towels, then sat on the deck chairs that lined the 
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pool  Shelly cut the lines on her compact mirror and they all indulged  After several rounds, Shelly suggested they all 
go back to Maya’s and everyone concurred 

Inside the apartment Maya mixed drinks and Lou searched Maya’s record collection, settling on Roxy Music’s Flesh 
and Blood  He placed it on the turntable and set it at a volume a touch high for apartment living  Maya caught his eye 
and brought her pointer finger and thumb together, signaling him to bring it down a hair  Shelly kneeled down over 
the coffee table and sucked up two more lines  She then sprung to her feet and grabbed Lou by the hand and began 
twirling herself about  Droplets of pool water shook loose from her blouse and touched down all around her 
“You’re soaking the place,” Lou said 
“Not anymore,” Maya replied, as she pulled her damp and disagreeable shirt up over her head, and then shimmied 
over to the bathroom and placed it in the tub  
“Did you ever call Walt?” Maya asked Shelly 
“Oh shit,” Shelly said, racing over to the couch to retrieve the phone from her purse  “He’s called three times and sent 
like a million texts!”
“Who’s Walt?” Lou asked 
“Her husband,” Maya answered 
Shelly pulled the needle off the record and dialed 
“Hi baby… I’m sorry… I’m at Maya’s  …My phone died earlier so I didn’t get your messages ” Shelly told lies with 
practiced ease  “I know, I know, I’m sorry    Baby, I said I’m sorry ” She paused momentarily to let her husband get a 
word in before setting off again  “Yeah, we had a fun night    I’m just going to sleep here… Can you come get me in 
the morning?” Another short pause and then, “Okay, I love you too  See you tomorrow ” Shelly tossed the phone in 
the direction of her purse, placed the needle back on the record, and set off dancing with renewed vigor  
“Everything okay?” Maya asked 
“Everything’s peachy,” Shelly panted, out of breath from dancing  
Maya sat Indian style on the floor next to the coffee table and Lou sat down next to her so that their knees touched  
He waited to see if she would readjust and pull away, and when she didn’t he felt a little less like dying  Just then, 
Shelly quit dancing and plopped down next to Lou 
“My turn, my turn,” Shelly piped in, reaching for the rolled-up twenty and hovering her face over the drugs 
Lou hooked his arm around the inside of Maya’s bent leg and began rubbing her calf 
“I think I’m gonna go to bed,” Maya said 
Lou moved his hand further up her leg 
“I’m gonna take a sleeping pill  Anyone else want one?” Maya asked 
Lou cocked his head sideways and said: “Really?”
Maya replied, “Yeah, really,” and then got to her feet, walked to the kitchen, swung open a cabinet, picked out a bottle 
and opened it, hand selected a pill, placed it in her mouth, took a sip of water, and swallowed  
“I guess I’ll take one too,” Lou beckoned from the other room 
“Fuck, me too… why not?” Shelly added 
Maya strolled back into the living room and placed a pill on both Lou and Shelly’s tongues  
“One for you and one for you,” she said  
Then Maya dropped the pill bottle on the coffee table and made her way to the bathroom  Lou watched her standing 
in front of the mirror, brushing her teeth 
He got up and walked into the bathroom and closed the door behind him  
“Hey there, mister,” Maya warbled, toothbrush in mouth  
Lou wrapped his hands around her waist and Maya leaned over the sink and spit, and then placed the toothbrush 
on the counter  Lou pressed forward and Maya backpedaled until she reached the wall, putting her hands on his 
face, pulling him in to kiss her  Lou pushed forward harder and could feel his cock swell against Maya’s leg, and she 
responded by wrapping her other leg around his, to pull him in further  
They kissed and groped until Shelly banged on the door 
“Hey, I need to get in there,” she shouted 
Lou delicately whispered the word ‘fuck’ into Maya’s ear 
“Yeah, fuck,” she whispered back, patting him on the chest 
Shelly swung open the door and entered the bathroom 
“Sorry guys, I really need to pee ”
“Whatever,” Lou responded, walking out—followed by Maya 
Shelly didn’t bother closing the door and she sat down on the toilet and began to pee  
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Maya went to the closet, pulled out a pillow, and handed it to Lou  
“Here you go,” she said 
“What’s this for?”
“Couch patrol ”
“Can’t I sleep in the bed with you?”
Maya gestured towards Shelly in the bathroom 
“Not tonight, stud ”
“Fuck, okay,” 
Lou flopped down onto the couch and Maya killed the lights in the living room  She and Shelly paraded off to the 
bedroom  From behind the closed door Lou could hear muffled laughter and then he saw the light go out from 
under the door and then nothing  
From his back, he reached over to the coffee table and fumbled in the dark for the sleeping pill bottle  After several 
passes with his hand he located it, unscrewed the cap, and popped another pill  He then pulled out his phone and 
typed, “I FUCKING HATE YOU,” into a text for Sylvie but then erased it, and lay on his back and thought horrible 
things about her  

Sometime before twilight the bedroom door opened and Lou watched as Shelly quietly scurried out  He closed his 
eyes and pretended to sleep as she shuffled towards him 
“Lou, Lou… are you awake?” she cooed, gently stirring his shoulder  
Eyes still closed in feigned sleep, he stammered out a whispered word, “What?”
“Can I lay with you for a while?”
Shelly knelt down onto her knees and started stroking his hair 
“Why?”
“I don’t know  I just want to  Please   ”
In the dark, Lou could make out the heavy, wet gleam in Shelly’s eyes  She seemed as desperate and sad as 
anything he’d ever seen 
“Yeah, I guess  Just for a little while, though ”
Shelly lay down on the outside of the couch and Lou turned away from her  She slung her arm over top  He could 
feel her gentle breath on his ears and neck  At first, it wasn’t entirely unpleasant  Lou welcomed another’s touch 
on him  But then he wondered if Sylvie was doing the very same thing with someone else at that very moment  
She probably was, he figured  Girls don’t ever just say they want to date other people  They always already have 
something else in the works   
That disingenuous bitch, he thought  
“Lou, can I tell you something?”
“I suppose ”
“It’s about my marriage ”
“Yeah, okay ”
“It’s actually about sex ”
“Shelly, just say what you want to say ”
“We don’t have sex ”
“So what? Married couples aren’t supposed to have sex ”
“No, seriously… we don’t have sex, like ever ”
“How long has it been?”
Shelly paused and Lou rolled over to face her 
“It’s been almost a year since I’ve had sex with my husband ”
Looking at Shelly’s embarrassed face, Lou didn’t know what to do, so he kissed her  Shelly’s breath tasted hot and 
dry, like cigarettes  
“Oh Lou, that feels so good,” she purred 
Lou helped Shelly wriggle out of her pants and then they worked together to get his off  He dove into her with all 
his weight and she gripped his back with her nails and closed her eyes tightly and made long slow crying noises   
Afterwards, she slunk off the couch and into the bathroom  A minute later she disappeared back into the bedroom 
All this disloyalty is alarming, Lou said to himself  

Matthew Binder
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StevenVeatch

Grape Creek

Khallen Korte
Blue Spruce in the Rain

Baptized by the slant spray 
                                                 Of monsoon rain,

A piñon jay tears through the blue-green curtain of needles 
And landing on 
    The lowest branch of the blue spruce,
 Ruffles his sapphire and white feathers to warm himself 
 
Beneath him
  Lies a thick blanket 
         Of the brown fallen needles 
That reflect seasons passed and shelter the crawling things
Who cower 
          Beneath the steeple pine 

And as I witness the life 
Beneath and in the tree,
I see myself,
A crawling thing 
Sheltered by the made sanctuary
Of a wood and metal canopy
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Khallen Korte
Strawberry

Life is a strawberry
Transient and fleeting 
And waiting

Wet with sickly sweet red blood, 
Life slowly slips toward soft over-ripeness 
When the stem breaks 

And the strawberry makes its way 
To the soil… 
Life turns to life 

In loamy earth,
The warm fermentation 
Leads to germination 

And darling green leaves 
Bear new seeds 
Of life in a strawberry 

Mike Kimball
A Life Unwanted

Awoken,
By lights in the night,
A whiff of whiskey,
Assaults the senses,
Along with,
Garbled angry speech,
Paired with a staggered walk,
Like a foul mouth,
Ken doll,
Dressed in a bathrobe,
Enjoying an early dinner,
Of white rice,
Straight from the box,
Under a China Town,
Streetlight,

Another day rises,
A whiskey is traded in,
For piss, smoke,
And B O 
All at the cost,
Of a bus token,
Factoring for the cost of living,
Amounts to $1,
Just the cost of admission,
To the show that is,
Public transit,
Where discussions,
Are at an ungodly decibel,
That over powers,
The store bought head phones,
And my makes music,
Obsolete,

The screaming stops,
When they rest,
On a Tempur-Pedic park bench,
With stained sheets,
That doesn’t even know,
What the Clorox logo,
Looks like,

Scattered,
Like dead soldiers at Gettysburg,
All bodies,
All human,
But viewed as,
Non-taxpayers,
So no care is given,

They rise every morning,
For a free meal,
A fresh meal,
Nothing much,
And never viewed at,
With high regard,
But enough calories,
To have hope to survive,
For the day,
To start the process,
Again,

Lather,
Rinse,
Repeat 
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Cat Johnson
Casino Poem

Stale smoke, 
Hints of frying grease, 
And human excretion 

The air vibrating 
Ching, ching, ching
Machines buzz out strips of paper;
All in place of the clang of coins 

Now a clang of purse clasps
Snaps of credit cards,
Denied and overdrawn

So many lights-
Off-on-off-on again,
Educing epileptic fever 

Every color-
Spinning the world 
If you look too long

Drinks?
The women in red flash by
With trays filled with many vices
Moving too fast to indulge

Sleek pressed foam cups
Filled with ice and bubbling sweetness
The taste masks the smoke in the air

The small tremble of too many feet
Only felt by me
The one who stands too still

Everything is shiny
Hard plastics, cold metals
Hot lights burning
It looks fake

Barbie dream house
In a perverse, permanent
Christmas decor

When she looks into the sky the stars make her breath again
Their light shines reminding us even on the darkest nights 
A guiding force helps find the way

To be lost is a realization that your life has many paths, 
And there are no wrong turns
When you are unaware of where you are going, 
Every destination is right

What does she need?
She hears all the answers but none feel as it should

She keeps wandering the fog of uncertainty
The fog is thick and masks all possibilities
NO TURNING BACK
To see a future she must walk the path unforeseen,
Waiting behind the door of illusion

The door is open;
All promises broken

Advertisements show the beauty but never the face of reality
She must live with the disappointment 

Anastasia Atene
Lost in Wonderland
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We circle like vultures
Sharks waiting for the kill
At the changing of the guard
Watching, waiting

The swarms flow in and out
Schools pushing along shoals
A pulsing mass of madness
Driving, searching

An elusive goal ahead
Found sitting in a tertiary role
Frightful press of metal and flesh
Stalking, finding  

Angela Le Quieu
Parking Lot

Thomas Weiss

Balloon
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How to explain
The way a cigarette feels late at night
A solitary friend in the darkness
When the hope for light and warmth seems eons away
And you feel as if you’re the only one awake in the world
And if you screamed no one would hear you
The way a cigarette looks as if it might
Wink out at any moment, like the death of a star
So you give it a breath of life, to the detriment of your own.
It’s not like we’re going extinct. 
The way a cigarette smells in the midnight
Dark, musky, familiar.  Almost like the first time.  
But with a little more finesse and appreciation shown
An addiction is the only lifelong commitment, you think? 
The way a cigarette tastes during the witching hour, 
Like dreams yet to be dreamed
In the dark of your mind, as if it had been painted black,
to match lungs, my beautiful, murderous, faithful minx
keeping me company late tonight.

Sandia Wood
Cigarette

Bryan Alvarado

 The city swooned sideways for me, which mighta meant somethin special if not for 
the fact that she swoons for every Tom, Dick and Harry. Yeah, this city’s an old floozy, but 
she’s an old floozy I can call my own. She wasn’t the finest city you’d ever seen, but she was 
just pretty enough to act like a common whore and know she could get away with it. That’s 
the way things went in this town, only good days or bad ones, no in between. Either you 
were coming up aces or you were hard pressed for a pair. The summer night was hot as hell 
and I found myself believin that though I was down to the last Lincoln in my pocket and 
my final jazz cigarette my luck might just take a sudden turn. 

 I boarded the bus at a midtown stop that reeked of fornication and day old piss. 
Ask anyone who’s ever had to catch the Blue Line, it’s inhabited only by ghosts and the poor 
bastards haunted by them. As for me, I was in for the long haul. I was riding this run down 
old bus to the end of the line. I found a vacant seat towards the back where it seemed I was 
most likely to be left alone. I watched the city pass me by, street by street, remindin me of 
every last long abandoned dream that lay on the pavement. Suddenly, I realized I was no 
longer alone in the bus’ caboose. Evidently in the midst of my nostalgic drift a dame had 
appeared right beside me. Her green eyes shone thru her wild blonde mane, that and her 
bold red lipstick was enough to make her stick out in any crowd, much less this mob of 
sorry bums. She was a real doll, and though I couldn’t quite place it, something about her 
reminded me of a dame I used to know, but then again, what doesn’t? 

Blue Note
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April Barreiro

Abigail

O solace softly speaking in the noose and noise of night 
sleep will not release its venom on these weary eyes

All the words that I’m not saying in the canyon of our lives
build themselves a kingdom behind these tired eyes

Love meant so much more then, when we were young 
before we were all broken and settling scores by hurting the ones we love

When we were full of knowing nothing much of pain 
we lived like dreaming poets standing in the rain 

But lessons take their toll turn us into slaves we were born to be 
bring us to attention when we stop fighting to be free

Love meant so much more then, when we were young 
before we were all broken and settling scores by hurting the ones we love

April Barreiro
The Noose

April Barreiro
Ghosts

The colors cast their glowing stare 
In the ancient cavernous cathedral 
I take one step with wet fingertip 
bow my knee in scandal

The weight carried in every breath 
Each stumble, each grimace, each aching 
I’ve tasted bitterness, hate, and shame 
For all the risks I have taken 

Is blood the end of forbidden zest?
My body trembles full of knowing
These marble walls still bring no rest
I’m silenced by the stone 

The lowered gaze and empty words 
I find in each required station 
and yet, my heart is still bleeding through 
with ghosts of you imagined
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Carol Woodland
For the Birds

     When I die I hope to be in Tuva, which is located in the low hanging belly of Mama Russia   I read once of 
a local custom where a shaman chops you into little bits and feeds you to birds  It’s dirty work, but noble  I 
wish to ascend into the sky in the bellies of these feathery beasts, and to be well processed before I return to 
the Earth  I imagine it will be quite difficult for my great-great-great-grandchildren to watch me gallop off on 
the sturdy back of a Mongolian stallion, long silver hair flowing in the wind, silver boot tips glinting in the sun, 
never to be seen again, but they’ll understand  And when I become a being of air, and my body goes back into 
the earth, I’ll visit them  Riding on my trusty steed I’ll whisper in their sweet sleeping ears, reminding them 
never to smoke in bed and to read more books  
 If not fed to birds in Tuva, then I suppose a proper funeral pyre would do  Not standard cremation, I 
will not be baked evenly until done  A proper blaze of glory and the ashes should be put into the Pacific, which 
is technically illegal, but surely one of my offspring will be willing to break the law to appease my restless 
ghost  So help me, I will haunt them for all their remaining days if my demands are not met  And if neither 
Tuva nor the pyre is possible, then I’ll be damned if I don’t dig my own grave and die doing it  It’s not a bad 
way to go  With the satisfaction of a hard day’s work I can simply lie in the cool dirt, admire the sky, and 
release my consciousness back to the void  
 It may come across as morbid thoughts to some, but there was a time not too many years ago when 
I did almost die  It was really poor timing; everything else was going so well  I was 21, and spent my days 
hiking along a 2,000 mile footpath spanning the Appalachian mountains from Georgia to Maine  I tracked 
deer and bear; I wrote poems on loose pieces of birch bark; I drank wild herb tea at sunrise and sunset  Every 
possession I had was carried upon my back  Every moment was threaded with incredible electricity that never 
seemed to stop  Were it not for the other folks I would meet while hiking along I would have surely forgotten 
my name  I was one with everything, at all times  
 Death crawled in clothed in crimson and deerskin  I was cautious of deranged men, rabid bears, poison 
mushrooms and lethal moonshine, but not of ticks  They were everywhere in the woods  The bite that got 
me was soft and gentle and undetected  The blood sucking bastard was probably laughing all the way down, 
bemused at his gluttony and drunk on my own precious ruby wine  
 It was late June  I had come about 600 miles and was hiking through ancient pine forests of the Mid 
Atlantic  I had camped on the state line between Maryland and Pennsylvania, in a small clearing with some 
other backpackers I had only recently met, though we had covered many miles together 
 On this particular morning the birds had not yet begun to sing, but the air was very hot and without 
wind  I was swaddled in the thick comfort of my down sleeping bag and wearing woolen long underwear 
under a second layer of clothes I had added in the night  I felt very, very cold  Flies swarmed above my head 
inside the tent  I saw Death with his silvery scythe over me, laying the halo of black diamonds upon my head  
I couldn’t get myself up and I cursed my nylon fiber grave  I remember saying, “I think I’m going to die,” in a 
strange voice  After that things got hazy 
 I remember my arms wrapped around the sweetly scented necks of two strong men whose names 
I had forgotten, though they smelled like basil and determination  There was no hesitation in their decision 
to rescue me  Cautious as Mormon crickets crossing a Paiute picnic, they carried me across the fields and 
through the wood  I had a sensation of something like flying  They were tall and my feet barely touched the 
ground  With no reason to, I considered that they may have poisoned me and were now going to throw my 
body off a cliff  I weakly struggled to break free but fainted instead 
 When we reached the road I was quite delirious, and laid in some leaves while the guys tried to get a car 
to stop for help  It was near 7 a m  and there were many people passing the country road through the woods 
on their way to work  The scene must have been disturbing, the emaciated young girl appearing unconscious, 
and two burly men with long hair and long beards with panic in their eyes  Finally one car stopped and the 
man agreed to take me to the hospital despite his grave concern of, “becoming an accessory to whatever weird 
shit is going on here ” 
 A cruel nurse stabbed me three times looking for a vein, muttering about the dangers of such severe 
dehydration  As she administered IV fluids, she questioned how I had got to this state  My temperature was 
unusually low, my skin sallow and pale, and my body shook  The doctor came in next, and upon seeing my 

lack of health insurance, decided against any sort of testing to find the cause of my condition  He deemed me 
simply an itinerant, an indigent, scourge of society  He reckoned it was probably something viral and grudgingly 
gave me some painkillers for my back  He advised I get some rest and sent me out the door  Feeling almost alive 
again, no thanks to anything besides the IV fluids, drugs, and rage over being treated like the scum of the earth, 
I was able to walk myself out of the hospital and into a McDonald’s across the street 
 I sat alone with a very large Coca-Cola wondering what the hell to do with myself  My body was so 
tired and my mind was spinning  I looked up from the waxy cup to find someone was staring at me, a man at 
the next table over  He saw my backpack and boots, and figured I must be a backpacker  I instantly became 
very annoyed  I had had this conversation with dozens of people as I traveled  Yes, I had seen bears  Yes, the 
mosquitos are quite bad  Yes, I sleep on the ground every night  Yes, I do get nervous traveling alone  Blah, Blah 
Blah  I spat out one word answers to his every question  I couldn’t have been much more rude  He finally asked 
me, “Are you okay?” and I broke down in tears  He offered to take me back to his place and let me rest a while  
In my current state I couldn’t think of a reason why not to, so I went 
 Stan’s home was a huge gorgeous old colonial  He lived alone  He told me his kids were grown and 
his wife had divorced him long before  His son had hiked the same trail I had been on, and he loved helping 
backpackers as they passed through  I felt relieved  In fact at this moment I trusted him completely for 
understanding my journey  He didn’t have to say it in those words exactly  I knew he understood  He showed 
me upstairs into the room that had been his daughter’s and I fell into a deep sleep on her satin sheets  They 
smelled like roses 
 He woke me later with a bowl of chicken noodle soup and a warm compress for my head  I thanked 
him, but was unable to eat, and fell back asleep  Days came and went, Stan checking in on me from time to time, 
trying to get me to eat fruit salad, savory soups, even a big T-bone steak one day  He offered his car for me to 
use should I feel well enough to go out  He showed me how to play movies on the big TV in his wood-paneled 
den should I want to watch them  He offered me a taste of his finest scotch whisky in his personalized crystal 
cup, anything to get me to show some signs of life  He was really and truly concerned for my well-being and 
treated me with a kindness I had never known before  He never asked anything of me in return  
 I moved about like a zombie  All the muscles in my legs from the long days of hiking disappeared  My 
clothes hung off me, even my socks felt slack  I never complained  Stan and I would talk for hours about the 
virtues of backpacking and travel, and when I grew tired he would tell me his own stories until I was asleep 
again  Finally after 10 days or so had passed, I decided I needed to hitchhike back home  Stan would hear none 
of that  At the train station he bought me a train ticket, and into my hand he pressed an envelope with $75 cash 
and his contact information in it  He hugged me goodbye and kissed my forehead before leaving, and though I 
could not find any words  I squinted my eyes together tight but one renegade little tear betrayed me and slipped 
out, down my right cheek, and down into the dusty dirt  
 I arrived home in a sorry state  There was the huge red spiral-patterned rash that had blossomed all over 
my torso, but my mom took me out to get a pedicure to distract me  There was also the grating pain in my spine 
and neck, and the constant fatigue, but I was content to read books and smoke in bed  My mother was seriously 
concerned that I had not colored over my grey hairs, but she made fast work of fixing me up nice  My sisters 
envied my protruding hip bones and lithe figure  
 What really got to me in the end wasn’t the loss of control over half my face, although that proved very 
bothersome when I attempted to eat or drink  I was willing to accept that as just a strange quirk that would turn 
every blink into a wink  What really got to me was the completely unrelated ear infection  That was intolerable  
Reluctantly, my mother loaned me $50 for the exam 
 I visited a walk-in clinic where the nurse weighed me in at 103 pounds  My mother and sisters quietly 
congratulated my all-time low weigh-in, while the doctor, having now looked at me for all of 20 seconds, rattled 
off a list of diseases I might have  He was extremely concerned as to how long I had been in this state  
 “You are definitely diseased,” he told me with all certainty  “I’m not sure which one, but definitely…” he 
paused here for dramatic effect, “you have some kind of disease ” He began to draw several large vials of my 
blood for testing  
 The doctor continued to tell me about all the diseases I might have in a serious and grave voice  
Suddenly my younger sister noticed I had borrowed a pair of her underwear  Despite being seven years my 
junior she was actually bigger than me in my current state, and the cutesy pink panties hung off my bony ass  
 “Are those my underwear?” she gasped incredulously  
  “Shut  Up,” I said at her through gritted teeth  

Carol Woodland
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 “Carol, those are definitely my underwear!” she insisted angrily  
 “Carol, that’s so gross,” chimed in my other sister  “Now you’re going to spread your disease ”
 “Eww, keep your disease to yourself  Just keep them, I don’t even want them back  You owe me like $10 
now  No IOU’s  You take-y you pay now,” she mocked me 
  “Carol’s always borrowing things,” added my mother  “Are those my socks?”
 “Ladies please!” The doctor interrupted filling the millionth vial of blood  “She is very, very ill ” His eyes 
met mine in what he probably expected to be a look of mutual exasperation but I was becoming unconscious 
with all my blood being taken 
 “God, I just hate her  I think those are my pants too,” muttered my sister  They were 
 
 Within a week the test results were in, advanced stage Lyme disease  I had started experiencing 
neurological damage at this point, and had lost the use of half of my face  My family was beginning to get 
concerned  I needed to go back to the doctor but first I needed money  My mother was struggling to make ends 
meet as it was and had already loaned me money for the first visit  She suggested I appeal to my father, whom 
I had not seen in a year  We had a complicated relationship, one where I was often assumed to, like my mother, 
only want money  Out of my half movable mouth I asked him to help me, get me to a neurologist, help me with 
the medicines and treatment, and take care of me  He refused on the grounds that I should have gotten myself 
medical insurance, and that I was simply an itinerant indigent  That was the last time we have ever spoken 

 The kindly doctor that had diagnosed me helped me with a plan  He would send me to the infectious 
disease unit at Massachusetts General Hospital, and they would simply bill me for services rendered so that I 
could be treated  While thrilling, infectious disease was not in his area of expertise  This time when I got to the 
hospital I didn’t tell them I didn’t have insurance  I was prescribed a powerful cocktail of antibiotics and steroids 
which brought on a whole other slew of fun biological and emotional side effects  One day my mother came to 
find me weeping watching Mr  Roger’s Neighborhood  
 “He was really a great guy,” I sobbed “He just loved that little train ” A public service announcement 
asking for donations to a dog rescue came on, and I started bawling  
 “How about I fix you a whiskey?” She offered  “And for God’s sake, turn off PBS ”
  In a little over a month, I made a full recovery, and hitched on down to North Carolina  I got a job baking 
bread at a cooperative market and commuted on my bike three miles each way  Despite warnings, I continued to 
spend my weekends in the Appalachians, camping and hiking  I became strong again  My socks no longer rolled 
themselves down 
 My face was full again, and my cheeks glowing and rosy when I visited for Christmas  My sisters pinched 
my “chubby” thighs  My mother again colored my gray roots, warning me that I really need to take better care of 
myself  I rolled my eyes at them; they rolled their eyes back at me  
 A picture of me in the backyard looking frail among the hostas is lovingly admired, though it makes me 
feel sick  When I see that skeleton girl I don’t see myself, I see someone suffering from disease, someone who 
nearly died were it not for the kindness of strangers  I imagine my sisters fighting over which coffin lining would 
better match my skin tone  I imagine my father telling my mother that I should have had life insurance to pay 
for this  I imagine the two woodsmen silently carrying the heavy box out to my final resting place, no hesitation 
in their grave duty  
 I imagine Stan there too, giving a simple eulogy  I hope he would say something like, “She was kind and 
she was grateful  She didn’t have to say it, but I understood ”
 I imagine a great flock of ravens would come in and scare my mother and sisters away  The birds would 
carefully, gingerly even, remove the pine box lid with their strong little beaks, and with the delicacy of a walrus 
enjoying oysters, the birds would gently devour me  Into the sky I would go, fueling their little bird hearts, 
propelling their little bird wings  

Carol Woodland

StevenVeatch

Windows Into Past
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Mulch enrich,
Sandy ground,
Hollyhock switch,
Stand sound 

I put in work,
Hands toil,
Lovely dark dirt,
I get out soil 

Watch, grow,
Patient, nutrient,
Morning glory show,
Moments well spent 

Moon flower glow,
Evening shadows bent,
Live slow,
Know time went 

Lauren Hubbert
Work the Dirt

Steven Veatch

View of Fairplay Area
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You like the Cuban rhythm,
Salsa, are alive, now 

Yesterday has passed,
Live the good life 

African, Cuban, American-
Music enchants you 

Feet dance 
Born in New York,
Moved to New Mexico 

All we have, the moment 
All we want, the future 

Today is a new day 

Hoy el día nuevo

Le gusta el ritmo cubano,
la salsa, vive, ahora 

El día pasado ya fue terminado,
viva la vida buena 

Africana, cubana, americana,
la música, le encanta 

Los pies bailan 
Nació en Neuva York,
mudó a Nuevo México 

Sólo tenemos, el momento 
Sólo queremos, el futuro 

Hoy es el día nuevo 

Lauren Hubbert
Today the New Day
       English/Spanish

Unlock the explosive force
that has always reigned supreme 
It lies waiting,
and waiting to be discovered, unlocked 
All it takes is time,
The great revealer exposes even the best hidden!
Once the moment is right
the knowledge is known,
the implements operational 
There is only one more step,
the simplest step of them all 
To free something
That has always wanted to be freed 

Luke Jacobs
Split the Atom

Luke Jacobs
Walking

Where would we be without it?
The underappreciated behavior that allows us to move 
The undervalued skill that all of us posess 
Without it there would be no trade!
No exchange, no collaboration! 
It allows us to move, 
to choose where we want to be 
The constant movement is undoubtedly important  
Trees are forever planted in their spot  
We forever move  
We are a resultant of change, 
a product of fast moving people! 
People have always moved fast,
but we move faster than ever in this modern age
Motion is King!
We are vibrant with incredible diversity 
We don’t take a single moment to consider where we would be without it!
A slow, stagnant species doomed to live 
At the mercy of the world?
Not us, we move 
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Angela Plont
She walked softly on the old wood floor

Angela Plont
Flutter-Bye

She walked softly on the old wood floor
Through the house she knew so well
Avoiding every creaky board 
She slipped out the door as her feet encountered the wet soft grass
It had just been cut and the smell brought comfort to her weary soul
Her feet were covered in small blades that found their way between her toes
The tears fell silently 
The gauntlet of grief was upon her
Her eyes were red and puffy, her stomach hurt, her arms ached 
When she got to the place her daughter was laid to rest her legs shook
The weight of grief cloaked her entire body 
As she gave in and fell to her knees next to the grave
One year down
A lifetime to go

She is in every soft breath of the wind
The tender flutter of a childlike butterfly
The rain that falls like tears from my heart
Over and over
The thunder of grief
She is there
In the empty hole that never heals
Jagged edges that soften over time
But never disappear
She is there
In her brother’s laugh and her sister’s whispers
In her Mama’s heart
She is always there

Jessica Venzor-Venegas

Flower Child
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Jennifer Baird
Daniel

You came to see me today 
Fluttering just out of reach,
following my every move,
as I did yours 
The smell of lilac filled the air
the aroma kissed my lip 
reminiscent of a time much simpler than this 
Do you remember those days?
I sat on the cool earth and watched you,
moving gracefully through the air,
Twirling, spinning, dancing
You would perch on the tip of a flower,
which bowed under the strain of your weight,
to rest your wings 
Beautiful wings; black caressing yellow 
I could almost taste the sweet nectar you devoured
The nectar of life that evaded you
those last few days as we gathered around
To hold your hand,
to whisper our last I love yous in your ear,
To hope, in vain, that you were in there-- somewhere 
I remember everything
Your blue eyes, vacant, staring, frozen in time 
I remembered how much I miss you 
The evening sun began its dissent into darkness;
the sky a painter’s palette
filled with oranges and pinks,
purples and yellows 
Yellow like your wings
When the night air began to send a chill
down my back, giving birth to goose bumps along my spine,
I said goodnight to you 

And you said goodbye

A young boy’s portrait remains for all time;
While events of a life pass by, both the bad and sublime 
The hard work of a farm is seen in his hands and face:
Where he planted rows of crops on the farm—his cherished place 

He wore his best clothes and put on his highest hope—
A simple straw hat and best shirt, now proud and ready to cope
With any adversity, trial, or hardship that could come 
Soon warfare arose and brought the boy a billet with a brass drum 

The Civil War brought endless death and destruction 
While in Washington was endless speech production 
The boy beat the brass drum; the flag of the South flew 
The sun climbed in the sky while flowers shed their dew 

Wooden fences lined dirt roads as blossoms in the grass cry—
The sky weeps as troops advance; canons fire—men fall and die 
Rifles take deadly aim, puffs of smoke release balls of lethal lead 
A bugle sounds—the drums beat; then silence shrouds the dead 

The young boy with his drum is silent and angels sing: he is mortally struck  
Fallen by a conflict he did not understand: devastation, blood, and muck 
Now the boy is buried with his hat on his farm in the land of cotton; 
Time goes on; and like last Sunday’s sermon, the war is now forgotten 

Steven Veatch
By The River Of Time
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Wake up to the sounds-
clattering of pots and pans-
the static of the vinyl-
spinning on the Hifi-
music to my ears 

The rhythm starts the day
spring and seize
splish and splash of water,
aroma of coffee brewing,
screeching of the springs on 
the porch screen door-
A spell, lost in Time-

Then she hears-
“buongiorno”-
in groggy voices-
the shuffling of feet down the passage-
chairs sliding out and back in-
and liquids being poured 

“After Christmas They’ll
be gone”
“Weirton Steel Mill, he’s the
Foreman-“ “Yes”

“Standing at the river front,
is very surreal  ”

“Yes, I believe they’re-“
“No, I think he is  We think-“
“Italiano Americano”
“inhabit  the Congrega Di Streghe”
Quite intriguing
Tranquility   The screen door
Slammed  Blessed Be 

Laura Cooper
Sunday

Loni Colleen Gross

Trucks and Things
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Laura Cooper
A Journey From Affliction to Freedom

A Journey From Affliction To Freedom:
I’m an Orphan that has scars 
I’ve got scars that you cant see       
Scars that have been haunting me
They are buried deep inside of my heart,
Feels as if my world, has been torn apart  
I’ve got scars that you cant see, 
The scars of a broken family 
Each day I would close my eyes and pray, 
That a Family member would adopt me and say, 
“I love you and you’re coming home to stay”  
I then open my eyes,
And no ones there 
As a house parent whispers, 
“Shhh, maybe another day” “
I’ve got scars… 
I wish they would just go away, 
After time the pains, soon they fade, 
But scars, forever they stay     
I am a Mother that has scars 
you can not forget, for its written in the stars
Three sons and three daughters the gods blessed me 
Who would have thought? Who could have seen?
Not perfect and that’s when I’m there for them to lean
In those moments my heart foresees
But I am a mother that has scars 
I love my children anyone can see
So Why would anyone in a family tree 
abandon or abuse their children, don’t they know 
it comes back three times three?
Our children are our future in life, this I guarantee
My children will never lose my love, for loving them is the key 
They have all stolen a piece of my scared heart as if I were a rookie 
Even when they grow up and leave me, 
I will love them with all the pieces of my heart, This, is my decree!
Thank you, Thank you to the Powers that be 
For allowing me to be the mother you foreseen inside me
Blessed Be my children for you set my mind, heart and soul free
By helping me be the mother, you saw in me 

English/Spanish

Laura Cooper
Un viaje de la afficcion la libertad

Soy un huérfana que tiene cicatrices
Tengo cicatrices que no pueden ver 
Las cicatrices que me han estado frecuentando 
Están enterradas en el interior de mi corazón,
Se siente como si mi mundo se ha desgarrado 
Tengo cicatrices que no pueden ver,
Las cicatrices de una familia rota 
Cada día iba cierro los ojos y rezar,
Que un miembro de la familia me adoptaría y digan:
“Te amo y su casa viene a quedarte” 
Entonces abro mis ojos,
Y no hay nadie más
Como de casa sysurran padres,
“Shhh, tal vez otro día”
Tengo cicatrices    
Me gustaría que sólo se desaparecian,
Después de un tiempo los dolores, pronto se desvanecen,
Pero las cicatrices, siempre se quedan     
Soy una madre que tiene cicatrices
no se puede olvidar, por su escrito en las estrellas
Tres hijos y tres hijas de los dioses me bendijeron
¿Quién lo hubiera pensado? ¿Quién podría haber visto?
No es perfecto, y eso es cuando estoy allí para que se apoyen
En esos momentos mi corazón prevea
Pero yo soy una madre que tiene cicatrices
Amo a mis hijos que cualquiera puede ver
Así que ¿Por qué cualquier persona en un árbol genealógico
abandonar o maltratar a sus hijos, no saben que se trata de nuevo tres veces tres?
Nuestros niños son nuestro futuro en la vida, esto lo garantiza
Mis hijos nunca van a perder mi amor, para amarlos, es la clave 
Todos ellos han robado un trozo de mi corazón asustado como si fuera un novato 
Incluso cuando crezcan y me dejan,
Los amaré con todas las piezas de mi corazón, este es mi decreto!
Gracias, Gracias a los poderes fácticos
Por Permitirme ser la madre que prevé dentro de mí
Bendito Sea mis hijos para configurar mi mente, corazón y alma libre
Por ayudarme a ser la madre, que vio en mí 

English/Spanish
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Heidi Stoltzfus
Hershey

Grand Mother:
How dare you?
Sewing little webs into corners
in the ceiling
on the wash line
through my hair
Don’t bother brushing
my knots are tight-fisted
(with nine lives too)
How dare I?
still living here
where you built my little house
crouching in, our
boney knees touching
You  Mother  Me 
Where walls keep
shrinking us
and corners are made
to be crawled into
webs tickling our
olive skin 

Loni Colleen Gross
Women’s Handicraft

Fran Gallegos
Birthday Party

     The girl is happy!  Ecstatic!  She is going to have a birthday party and she can invite 
her friends from school!  The thought of a birthday party all for her, with a cake, 
games, friends and presents!  This is a dream come true!  She’s never had her own 
party before.  Then the girl remembers what her house looks like.  She is not so happy 
anymore.  Shabby furniture, papers and clothes everywhere, greasy stove, stained 
carpet, and dirty floors.  The house is not yet as bad as it will get, but embarrassing to 
have her friends over to see it.
     The house was brand-new.  When the family moved in, it was beautiful, spotless, a 
dream.  By the time the little girl turns eight, the house has become dirty and slovenly; 
not yet roach-infested and unhygienic, but it is getting there.  After three years of a 
lazy, apathetic attitude towards cleaning, the messiness of the house has happened so 
slowly that it was hardly noticed.  Mother starts off cleaning as much as she can.  But 
with four children under eight and another one on the way, Mother has her hands full.
     Cleaning, cleaning, cleaning.  The frantic cleaning begins.  It is still possible to clean 
the house well enough to have guests over without too much embarrassment.  all of 
the appliances and the plumbing still work well.  The little girl does her best to help 
with the cleaning.  Mother works and gets the house cleaned up as best she can.  The 
one exception is the den.  This room has some furniture, low upholstered chairs, a 
couch, a day bed, and a sewing cabinet.  There are also piles of dirty clothes, trash, 
and papers that Mother tells the little girl to cover with sheets.  The little girl wishes 
that Mother would just clean those piles instead of covering them up, but that doesn’t 
happen.  There isn’t enough time to clean it all up before the party.  The little girl is 
nervous; she prays that none of her friends will see the mess so inadequately hidden.
     The day for her party comes, and despite any misgivings, the little girl is excited to 
have a party just for her.  The kids from her class start to arrive, and everything starts 
just fine.  The little girl allows herself to relax.  She is able, for a little while, to forget 
her embarrassment.  Having fun is so rare for the little girl, and she savors every 
moment.  She is happy; it seems too good to be true.  And, of course, it is.
     All too soon, her happiness is shattered.  The girl sees and overhears some of her 
classmates.  They are curious about what is under the sheets, hidden in the den.  She 
sees two of the girls in her class looking under one of the sheets.  She sees them 
whispering, looking under another one, whispering…  They see what the little girl had 
hoped and prayed would stay hidden from them.
     They are giggling, laughing at her.  The little girl has to pretend she doesn’t see 
them because if she does, she will run away from the laughter, the pointing fingers, the 
knowing grins.  Embarrassment and humiliation, they wash over and through her again 
and again.  The little girl cannot wait for her “dream” party to end.  She absolutely 
cannot cry; that would only give those girls more to laugh about.  She wishes that the 
earth would swallow her up.  This is one of the thousands of times that the girl prayed 
for someone to rescue her, but, like always, it doesn’t happen.  She also wishes, once 
again, that she’d never been born.
     The girl has to go to school on Monday.  She doesn’t want to go.  She knows that 
the other girls will laugh at her, tease her, and shun her.  She is right.  She hides as 
much as she can.  She hides the pain and humiliation deep inside.  There are no more 
birthday parties at the little girl’s house, and very few other celebrations at the house 
that began as a dream.  The dream became that became a living hell; the backdrop for 
the nightmare of her existence.
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Fran Gallegos
Escape

 In the summer Daddy works a lot   He always has beer and cigarettes   In 
the winter, there is less work, less money   Almost all the time, one of the utilities 
is off at the little girl’s house because the bill has not been paid   When the 
electricity is shut off, the family uses candles at night and everyone goes to bed 
early   If it is the gas that has been disconnected, the family takes cold showers 
and they heat water on a camping stove for laundry and dishes 
 
 The water bill is almost always paid on time   With a family of nine, you 
must be able to flush the toilet   The phone is turned off most often   The family’s 
phone number is changed each time it is disconnected   They get a new number at 
least three times a year 
 
 Cable TV service is brand new when the girl is a teenager   It is a summer 
luxury that year   Three wonderful months with more than four lousy channels 
to choose from   MTV plays the very first music videos   There aren’t very many 
music videos yet, and they get played over and over   The teen doesn’t complain 

 NEW MOVIES!  That summer the teenage girl watches the movie “Scavenger 
Hunt” over and over, maybe fifty times   She laughs and laughs at the crazy 
antics   Looking back, the woman sees the movie for the escape that it was for 
the beleaguered girl   Escape from the horrendous memories   Escape from her 
unspeakably awful world 

 Escape…

ThomasWeiss
Geese

I sat behind Bradley Cummings in our fifth period philosophy class  I would reach over, 
while he was enthralled with the teacher and his broad chest, and I would steal into his 
backpack and sneak out his diary  I don’t understand, even now, why I felt shudders of 
significance and excitement that first time I flipped through those pages, soaked with tear-
drop shaped stains of bodily fluid  I just somehow knew that Bradley was unique in some 
way  

Bradley had come out to everybody sometime last term, which was different because we 
lived in rural Georgia  I’m sure you understand how that was unforeseen  Everybody was 
fine with it though, we for one reason or another weren’t swayed by our parents archaic 
traditions  Being gay was not what made Bradley special, however  

Bradley had soft, kind eyes, but you could tell when he was deep in thought  When Bradley 
was contemplative, his eyes shown sullen, yet blazing  I knew he loved philosophy  When 
I would watch him in the large bay mirror to our left, he was always deep inside his mind  
Plotting maybe  

His diary, like every diary would outline his day  Personal with unique flare  It looked 
something like this  

Bradley Cummings, 
Diary from January, 1, 20xx

My name is Bradley, I am a writer, I am a Human; I am God of my universe. 

Today I, Bradley, quite valiantly rose out of bed this morning and stared quite deeply into the 
eyes of a swallow that was perched outside of my window. He pierced my thoughts; gave me 
chills. Had to stare at myself for awhile. . .

I strode to school on the back of overwhelming confidence, and rode out the cold winter day 
pondering. I am king of my domain. 

But what justifies my rule?

Bradley was outstandingly quiet  

He read a lot of Keats, Kafka, Orwell, Collins, Rand Hemmingway and Kerouac  He always 
said that Bukowski was too drunk and cynical; I guess comparatively he was the most drunk 
and cynical, but what do I know?

Bradley never dated anyone, even though there were several dudes who were out by then  It 
was kinda like he wasn’t any orientation, he just sorta was  He loved each and everyone, he 
didn’t ever find anyone attractive  He cared more about philosophy, art and music  

We would get stoned at my apartment and listen to Queen  He would say that nobody sings 
like Freddy Mercury anymore  I happen to agree with him  

He never talked about Queen in his diary  

Charles Wood
A Devil Named Atlas Broods Everlong
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Bradley wasn’t the complaining type  He’d bend over backwards for you and was the kinda guy 
who’d cry a river of blood for every lost soul 
 
Bradley Cummings
Diary From January, 6, 20xx

I, Bradley, am mine and mine alone. My time is my own.
I, Bradley woke up today and faced the overcast: sun showing through layers of nimbus.
Dark and light, entwined in the dance as old as nature. Gave me chills, found my reflecting pool. 
I gallantly trot to school; pause to gaze at icicles dangling off roses, cryogenically frozen by the 
morning dew. Frozen in time. Like a man I know. Like Dorian Grey. A portrait in my heart, of a flower 
wilting while the rose persists, sheltered by morning dew.
I wait with baited breath for the day my time here is up. I was not meant for this century. Everything 
made more sense in the fifties. When anyone with sense simply moved to France. 
I long to sit in post-war Leon. It’s raining even though the sun still shines. In my dreams, I’m right 
where I want to be. 
Bradley was a calm guy. Knowledgeable and kind; wise beyond his years.
He turned to me in the hall and he said ‘Hey, do you know what and Incubus is?’ I said I knew that 
there was a band Called Incubus. 
He told me that the Incubus was eternal, ageless. That the incubus fed off of the chase and relished in 
his inevitable triumph. 
Bradley read a lot of books. The look in his eyes did not strike me as perverse. 
When he was into something he was really, candidly into it. He never did anything because someone 
told him to. When he did something it was solely for him. 
He stood up for the weak and cradled them like baby birds with clipped wings. 
His middle name: Compassion. A word rarely found in the vocabulary of any normal person. 

Bradley Cummings
Diary from Jan, 16, 20xx.
Stared at the ceiling all night, could not sleep. Too many lonely thoughts circling about. 
Time is like open land in that there’s so much of it, and never enough things to occupy it. Something 
so vast and endless that can never be consumed or filled entirely. So there’s plenty of room for these 
long nights, entranced by shaped etched in stucco. 
What is it that puzzles you so my eternal soul? What keeps you up at night with visions of a past that 
could never be?
Shadows of souls long gone and taken by the stretch of time. 
You were once so young, Wreck less. 
When did all of this attain meaning? When did others become valuable to me? When did hunger turn 
into desire? 
When did I stop having fun? 
….When did t.v get so stupid? When did music go bad? When did plays get boring? When did killing 
become a game? When the fuck did tie-dye go out of style?
When did I start asking questions? 
When did I start thinking? When did eternity become so damn dull, arbitrary?
I’m not sure, me. I’m filled with butterflies. Whether I’m afraid, or nervous. Or excited. They’ve been 
swimming inside my stomach this whole lonely, boring confusing night. 
I’m beginning to think free will was the worst thing that ever happened to me. 
The way Bradley wrote never disturbed me, nor made me worry. 
He was eccentric.
He had good words. I thought that was why he needed to read. 
Bradley Cummings,

Diary from February,1, 20xx
Alas I’m cursed to leave a print on this town and leave. As many men throughout history have, in 
small secluded pockets of civilization like this. 

Like curses I pass and fade away. A specter, a stalker. Like death, destined for one man. 
Like an obsession. 
I am to become a rambler again, a wisp. Bound only by the sacrament of birth. Blessed, by 
timelessness. 
If time is like water, then like water time may come to make things grow. 
I feel like I’ve received a dear John letter. 
Been feeling empty. A familiar feeling. There is no comfort in the work I do. 
Though I will be forgotten, I will not forget. 
Though I disappear, I still see my reflection. 
I can still se the face I no longer recognize. A stranger in my mirror. A ghost of a ghost. 
Would rather become words. Would like to be water and let the wind and the moon carry my flow, 
control my tides. 
During the last few months Bradley was around, his writing became uncharacteristically cold and 
sporadic. He became unbalanced, confused. 
Hurt. 
Composed in crowds but when alone he wasn’t the same Bradley. 
His words turned ugly. 

Bradley Cummings
Diary from February, 20, 20xx

I keep telling myself, ‘I swear this is the last one, the last time I feed. Just this once, No more.’
I know that I cannot make this promise lightly. This is a matter of life and death. 
To me, such a quandary is terrifying. I know what we do to people. 
We’re the kind of devil that must be fed. 
So many centuries, so many friendships crushed. Stripped away by my birthright, my habit. I would 
not wish this pain on any devil or demon. This knowledge of life’s passion. 
The kindness of strangers. 
A pox upon the house of the man or God who bestowed upon me new consciousness. New feelings. 
Immortality has become a chore. 

Bradley began to confuse me, confound me  Is he being cryptic, abstract, delusional? 
Almost as if he really believed, or knew, that he was as ancient as time, or sin  

Bradley Cummings
Diary from March, 1, 20xx

My memories are clear, all of them. They flow together like a novella, a fable. 
A story; I had just been given a soul. One of my very own. This sensation is profound in the way that 
it’s a very quiet thing. Yet so very confusing. 
To speak, rather than growl or whimper. To suddenly cope with the complex array of emotions 
humans exhibit. The options. The ability to say ‘I’m hungry’. Such a simple thing. 
It’s as if I had fallen from a great height. I had become human. 
In a way, feeding became fundamentally different from before. 
It became cold. 
A story; Once, I was traveling through villages in the Far East.
Japan. A nice place. Weather, Good. It was easy to be alone there. 
It was there that I found that there were phantoms like myself who lived. The sentient ones were nice 
folk. I found by speaking to them, That I quite enjoy conversation. 
Vampire. Charming and bloodthirsty. 
Mostly bloodthirsty. 
They truly were the first to show me that I should contemplate immortality. What that would entail.
Truly they may have been some of the wisest specters in the world. They may have also been the most 
somber, sorrowful, truly. 
I met a person late at night once, on a dirt road. Who looked so peaceful. 
This person, gazing passively into the river, as if somewhere down there was a mirror or a window. 

Charles WoodCharles Wood
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And beyond that window was a shimmering city made of crystal. With glass ships and obsidian 
streets. Sandstone sidewalks. Where hunger troubled no child, mortal or not. A place where death 
is just a step into the river, only to emerge here, on the other side, where we have to experience 
confusion and doubt before returning through that window, at the bottom of the river. 
The peace of that place reflected in this persons eyes. 
I grew to love her peacefulness. 
Months later, when I fed on her energy, because I could not bare to consume her flesh. She told me 
about that place. That she was looking into the river, hoping to find peace there. 
It all was very confusing after that.
I wandered and thought. 
I did not love nor was I loved. 
I needed to spend some time alone, with me. Get used to non-human meat. 
For centuries I remained mostly hidden. In a rainforest called the Congo. 
There I saw many other ghosts. Relics of the past once thought to be extinct. Testaments to the 
ingenuity of nature. 
I have seen so much. More than any human sees in any one lifetime. I found peace somewhere in 
the earth. In its vines, its soil. Found joy in its rain and its leaves. 
I returned to the world around the late 1800’s. 
War has been a thing since I can barely remember. But not like this. Yes, even with swords and 
shields the warrior would still feel fear. But death was never this pointless, random, suspenseful. 
By the time the 20th century rolled by, a man could kill another man, or more from more than a 
mile away. And the only sound you’d hear was the quiet echo of a rifle. The rumble of the earth. 
Whimpers, the flowing of blood. 
Industrialization brought us steel mills, the car, electricity, and bombs. 
One-hundred years of almost ceaseless war. The world was wrought with it. 
This great evil that grew within the hearts of man. What is it? 
I’ve seen enough death to last me a lifetime. 
And now here I am. In the 21st century. In a classroom, in America. With you, Rudy. 
Yes, I know you’ve been reading my journals.
Where has all the time gone? All the memories? Are they neither here nor there?
Anyway. Rudy, I am going to seduce, murder, cook and eat our teacher tonight. I will be flying 
away to find a new boy, in a new classroom to read my journal. Another person who needs to 
learn the value of a life lived, and gone. 
Ya Don’t Gotta Be Immortal To Live a Long Life Rudy! 
                            p.s Keep the book. 

The teacher never came back  Neither did Bradley  I guess he must’ve really ate him  No one 
questioned this  No one really remembered Bradley in a way as well  

He, And the teacher disappeared, like a whisper  

Was he Immortal? One of those shadows that we heard about in our youth? 

Was he profound ‘cause of it? 

I’m not sure  

But I swear on my life, when he looked back at me that last day I saw him  His eyes were glowing 
jaundice yellow  In the iris, his gaze was devilish  Hungry  

Did I learn something about life, and death from him?

The last page in his journal, it says ‘See You soon’ 

Jonathan Anzures
Be A Man

You didn’t trust me
To you I was always a liar

“Your lying isn’t you boy?”
Honesty wasn’t my friend

I began to be the liar you claimed I was…
You beat me

The hits I have taken
The words you yelled

“Get up!”
“Don’t piss me off”

You weren’t there for me
When sad

Happy
Or mad

“Be a man”
Repeats throughout my mind

“Am I?”
Show me what a man is?

You can’t
You hurt me

Smelling the whisky on your breath
You clench your fist towards me

I remain still…
Looking into the eye of my enemy

I am stronger
I will strike back this time… 

You’re away right now…
For the things you have done

You envy me for living my life, as you’ve casually taken someone else’s…
No remorse
No mercy
Be a man!!

You were always right
You were a monster to me as a child, but I loved you… 

You’re a good man, I been told… 
I enjoy being superior over you
I am the man you claimed to be

I am right
I am not a liar

I am ……your son…
But you’re not my father…

Charles Wood
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Hali Zotter

Heartless

 “It’s dark in here,” I whisper to myself, as if someone was there to hear me  I know I 
am alone, but it’s nice to pretend 
 “How long have we been here?” I ask myself 
 “A long time,” I answer  I can’t remember anymore 
 “I wonder what day it is,” I say to the darkness  “I bet it’s an even day ” I don’t 
remember numbers well; I only remember there were odd and even ones  Even meant what 
again? I shrug, nothing really matters in incarceration 
 Incarceration, I think  The word stirs something in my brain  The thought of it makes 
my head hurt  I scream, ripping apart the silence that surrounds me  There’s a horrible 
scratching in my head, as if something was trying to tear its way out of my skull  I scream 
again, holding my head in my hands  Symbols flash across my closed eyelids  I recognize 
them – they’re letters  They form the words prison, test subjects, mindless, incarceration, 
zombies, you, death, serum, science, injection-
 I scream again, louder than ever  I try to scream the words away but they still float in 
the air around me- killers, doctors, don’t volunteer, future, help 
 The door slams open and the room is flooded with light  The light makes the 
scratching worse and my screaming continues  Hands are on my arms, pinning me to the 
ground  I fight back, trying to get away, but the hands are too strong  No matter how hard I 
fight they won’t let go 
 There’s a sharp pain in my arm, a small stab of a needle, and warmth spreads 
through my body  I feel calm  Peaceful, even  I stop fighting and the hands are off me and 
the door swings shut  The room is silent again and there is no pain in my head 
 Pain? Was there pain? I don’t think there was pain…
 What is pain?  I don’t remember anymore… 
 “I wonder what day it is,” I say to the darkness  “I bet it’s an even day ”

Lissa Baca
Incarceration
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I am from the little house
with the little dog sleeping
soundly under the baby’s crib 
I am from the piano set aside
in its own room and hardly
ever played 
I am from the dust and 
the heat and the altitude so high
that it makes it hard to breathe 

I am from notebooks and binders
piled high and half empty 
I am from the lion blanket
wrapped around the shoulders
of an imaginary queen 
I am from the tales of Tail-y Bone who
climbs the stairs at night
in search of a tail long gone 

I am from the corner by
the hospital bed where my cousin
sings about the way love flows 
I am from the yard
with the dead grass
where flowers no longer grow

I am from the little box
with the rings
topped with little plastic jewels 
I am from the overflowing float
in the never-ending 
Parade of Fools 

Lissa Baca
I Am From the Little House

Steven Veatch

I used to climb trees 
in the days when trees were tall 
I straddled their strong limbs
that held me in their confidence
and kept me from the fall 
I dared to sing in whispers
like the fragrant leaves
that echoed my own call,
and I’d keep the slivers in my fingers
just to feel the tree in me
on days when I felt small 

Renee Tucker
I Used to Climb Trees

WinterScape
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Jesselee Armijo
An Image of IV

Jesselee Armijo
An Image of IV

Hey, Hey lovers, as lonely as I could be 
You look so beautiful sitting under that tree 
Hey, Hey lady with your shield and sword 
Are you one of the spirits of our ancestors?
Spirit of the land revealed once again, when everything changes form from the 
crossing strands 
A stairway ascends where Hermits Mountain strands!

Sometimes I can’t tell if I’ve lost my mind  Oh how I wonder 

Hey, Hey baby, see the mountain so hazy?
I can see you’re naked with a body so misty 
Hey, Hey kid who’s walking over the bridge 
Isn’t it rock and roll when you get to see some tits?
Can you hear the breeze, blowing through the trees, and the smell of water flowing 
through this dream?

As the red river started flowing through the stream!
I wonder if I lost my mind  Or is it a dream?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This summer’s spring is covered with greens that’s keen,
but the river was dry during this solstice weeks 
Continuously distracted by our excessive, desiring seams,
we seem unaware of many realistic possibilities 
Fireflies gather near the romantic tree,
and lighting up the different ethnicities 
On the left are socializing friends that lies under the Devadio Tree 
While one bangs his head with the beat of his tambourine 

Everyone gathers here as one with no worries 
Unaware of what this universe could bring 
Are we meant to act this way by the mounds?
Like a rainbow formed by a metamorphic insect that porrect towards the clouds?
Four stages of changes that releases their own colors:
Birth, Youth, Practitioner, and Ancients’ with folklores,
Existing moment by moment with our own relativistic norms 
No matter what, we’re always a part of the Kindred Storm 

Hey, Hey hear me on the top of the levee!
There’s a dark rain cloud, and it’s going to get heavy!
Hey, Hey you that’s deep in the woods!
You’re only dancing around and smoking your goods!
Birds are flying by in the twilight, while the black dog just sits and stares all 
mesmerized 
As the Sunset burns through the mountains’ eyes! 

Sometimes I can’t tell if I’ve lost my mind, but still I wonder
_________________________________________________________
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You tried to make me feel bad when I tried to find a way that’s beneficial for both 
me and you 
Every day and night, I’ve been loathing over you while I’ve been up here just singing 
the blues 
But I’ve been thinkin’ like a hermit on a mountain about this rain that brings life the 
news 
Those four symbols brought drops that ripples, and expand into universal ponds 
that grew 

There’s a strange feeling that starts when I see them sparkle like a star 
Impacting vibrations between parallel universes that over laps with ours;
Measured to scale every perspective, as we exists together small and large 
Yet we see ourselves in the middle of this world of ours 

__________________________________________________

Is it just me, or did I finally crack?
Is it just me, or is it the levee that’s cracked?
I see the water flowing, and there ain’t no coming back 
I accepted the pain, and now all I see is life 
It showed me compassion, after I finally let go this time 
I just sat back, and let the flow just pass 
Now I can’t sit, as I’m going with the drift 

__________________________________________________________________

I’m going down with the flow now 
I’m going down with the flow now 
We’re going down with the flow now 
Accept the Tao with the flow now 
IV will show how 
Nature comes around 
Now!

Jesselee Armijo Hali Zotter

Arts



Guidelines for Submission:

Written works 
Send your work in a single MS Word e-mail attachment to faculty 
advisor Patrick Houlihan: Houlihan@cnm edu  Type “Leonardo” in the 
e-mail subject line  Include your name, address, and phone number 
within the attached document, and send it from your CNM e-mail 
account  Please limit your submission to no more than 5 poems, 2 
short stories,  and/or 12 pages of prose per student 

Artworks 
Send to Houlihan@cnm edu (no originals, please—we do not return 
submissions)  All art (paintings, sketches, sculptures, ceramics, 
photos, etc ) must be submitted digitally as a Photoshop, Illustrator, 
JPEG, TIFF or PDF file (minimum 300 dpi resolution)  Bear in mind 
we will print from your file, so make sure the artwork looks as you 
would want it to appear in print  Include your name, address, and 
phone number in the e-mail message, and send it from your CNM 
e-mail account  Please limit submissions to no more than 10 works of 
art per student 

From The Editors
Hope Hart Petrie

     This magazine was made possible by the diverse lives and rich cultures of the 
students at CNM  Much of our lives are caught up in the mundane: getting to work 
on time, getting the kids to school, studying for tests, or preparing dinners  But 
the backdrop of it all, the beauty threaded through these everyday moments, is 
captured and shared through the experience of the arts  This experience of art, of 
learning to express oneself, allows us to stretch and reach for that universal star 
that shines over us all  Life without the arts would be very mundane, indeed 
     I want to thank everyone who submitted  The large amount of quality writing 
and art submissions made our selection process difficult  If your work was not 
selected, your submission was still very much appreciated, and we hope you will 
submit again next year 

Fran Gallegos

     This is my second year working on the staff of Leonardo  It is my pleasure and 
privilege to read all of the poems, short stories, and essays  We received a record 
number of submissions this year, and sometimes it was difficult to choose which 
to publish in the print edition  I love to experience and enjoy the artwork that 
was submitted  It was an honor to work with all of the other editors  And kudos 
to Patrick Houlihan for all of the excellent advice  Fellow CNM students, I want to 
read your writing and experience your art for the 2015 edition!
     Thanks as always to my husband and my children  I appreciate your support, 
encouragement and patience while I work on Leo  Fred, you always have my back!

     The arts have always been humanity’s greatest achievement, beginning with 
a carving on the tusk of an ancient mammoth, to modern art, prose, poetry, and 
photography  Leonardo has captured some of the very best of these art forms 
     Throughout history, writing, poetry and art have been the conscience of society 
and a powerful agent of change  I am excited to see such great work in Leonardo, 
and know that all of you have crossed that great threshold of being known as an 
artist  Congratulations to every one of you 

Steven Veatch

Bridget Jones

     I thank everyone who has contributed to Leonardo--the artists, writers, editors, 
CNM students and staff  Many fine arts programs throughout the country are 
getting cut by the government  Leonardo magazine is there to support and protect 
fine arts programs at CNM so that they can still thrive  CNM students and staff 
and anyone else, please help support Leonardo magazine, and we wish for your 
feedback and suggestions for this magazine 
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